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Abstract
The present paper hypothesizes that a real options characterization of an optimal stopping problem can explain a large amount of the variability in losses on defaulted corporate debt securities. Further augmenting this approach by modeling a system of equations that jointly estimates the market values of debt and equity adds considerable explanatory power. Empirical tests with a large number of corporate defaults confirm the usefulness of the approach. Moreover, higher volatility and lower discount rates around business cycle turning points can result in stakeholders waiting longer for additional returns from defaulted debt. Such optimal stopping behavior mitigates the debt “haircut” (the reduction in face value of debt and/or increase in stated maturity that resolves the default) but prolongs the duration of financial distress. Hence, the real options approach creates an intuitive and powerful framework for analyzing debt values across the business cycle.
Defaults on corporate debt hurt firm creditors. Moreover, if defaulted debt imposes greater creditor losses and longer emergence times from default during economic downturns, heightened risk aversion in credit markets may restrict new lending and create a drag on economic growth. For example, Calomiris and Mason (1997, 2003) show that investors often act rationally even during financial panics while the findings of Hart and Moore (1998) suggest that defaulted debt may be rationally priced. Hence, while academics, financiers, and regulators have long been interested in predicting the incidence of defaults, attention has more recently turned toward predicting losses incurred in default and the timing of ultimate emergence from default.¹

Defaults and bankruptcies have long been of interest in finance, but the reasons for that interest have shifted over time. Corporate finance initially focused on bankruptcy costs as a means of justifying deviations from Modigliani and Miller’s (1958) capital structure theory. Later work by, for instance, Hart and Moore (1998), suggested that defaulted debt may be part of optimal capital structures, meaning that defaulted debt could be priced at equilibrium conditions (as long as asymmetric information about the true condition of the firm can be overcome). More recently, revisions to the Basel Capital Accord (Basel II) have built upon and institutionalized the equilibrium pricing approach, focusing attention on estimating loss-given-default (LGD) and using that as a means of establishing bank regulatory capital requirements for commercial banks in developed countries.

Reduced form models estimated in the early empirical bankruptcy cost literature identified three primary determinants of bankruptcy costs: firm size, asset specificity, and industry performance (see, for instance, Alderson and Betker, 1995, 1996). As researchers have been driven, both by profit opportunities and regulatory concern, to improve models estimating default

¹ We refer throughout to “emergence” as the completion of the default, i.e., the date and price at which the firm begins again to repay its (potentially renegotiated or repriced) debt.
duration and the value of debt upon emergence (denoted here as “emergence value”), it has become increasingly important to move from reduced form models to structural models of credit risk. An important step in that direction is the contribution of Shleifer and Vishny (1992), which suggested that there exists cyclicalality in the returns on defaulted debt over the business cycle. Nonetheless, the three primary empirical determinants of bankruptcy costs, i.e., firm size, asset specificity, and industry performance, have yet to be fully incorporated in comprehensive structural models of recovery. Hence, there has recently been a great deal of work attempting to apply the empirically-demonstrated effects of firm size, asset specificity, and industry performance to structural models of default duration and emergence value.

Most of the existing structural work attempts to extend existing models of default (i.e., Merton, 1974) or debt value (i.e., Jarrow and Turnbull, 1995, Longstaff and Schwartz, 1995, Duffie and Singleton, 1999, and others). Much of that work, however, assumes a static external environment, so adjusting for industry performance and credit cycles has been difficult.²

The present paper contributes to the default duration and emergence value literature by starting with a real options optimal stopping model of emerging from (or resolving) corporate financial distress.³ The optimal stopping model is then estimated jointly for debt and equity in a system of equations to take advantage of market-based expectations of a firm’s future cash flows. In combining the optimal stopping and traditional capital structure models, the present approach acknowledges that default events (i.e., non-payment, formal declaration of default, and

---

² Cohen-Cole (2007) and Bruche and Gonzalez-Aguado (2007) represent recent attempts to extend the earlier theoretical models so that they include time variation in asset liquidity and credit availability, respectively. However, neither of these papers incorporate all three factors previously identified by Alderson and Betker (1995, 1996) (i.e., firm size, asset specificity, and industry performance).

³ See Dixit and Pindyck (1994) and Mason (2005) for discussion and specific applications of optimal stopping models to this problem within the real options framework. For a recent example of applying real options to other corporate finance problems see Carlson, Fisher, and Giammarino’s (2006) model of long term underperformance of seasoned equity offerings.
legal declaration of bankruptcy) and the resulting losses, are the results of joint decisions of owners and creditors (see, for instance, LoPucki and Whitford, 1990). In effect, low equity values and low debt values cause a struggle for the control of firm assets among shareholders and creditors. Default events are one manifestation of that struggle. Necessary negotiations to adjust the terms of the debt (particularly the debt’s face value and maturity) serve to dictate the loss due to default based upon optimal stopping conditions for the struggle. The present paper argues, therefore, that the additional information included by modeling the conditions of optimal stopping can yield substantial insight into the ultimate emergence values of defaulted debt.

Testing the real option-based structural model on Standard & Poor’s data collected from the resolutions of over 1,000 defaulted corporate bonds from 1987-2003, the empirical models establish that the options parameters for an optimal stopping specification (namely, volatility and the discount rate – net of expected growth in the firm’s assets during default) and necessary identification variables are statistically significant and obtain the theoretically correct signs. The most basic models, containing only the options parameters and the identification variables, explain up to 45% of the variation in emergence value of the defaulted debt. Parsimoniously adding several well-chosen control variables further increases the explanatory ability of the model to almost 60% of the variation in the emergence value of the debt. Additional models with ad hoc controls commonly used in the literature explain just under 80% of the emergence value of the debt. It is important to point out, however, that the objective of adding the control variables is not to build models that are parsimonious, econometrically valid, or efficient predictors of defaulted debt values, but to stress the robustness of the option valuation parameter signs and significance. No matter what specification is used, the options parameters for the optimal stopping specification maintain proper signs and statistical significance.
While valuing defaulted debt using the real options optimal stopping model increases the power of LGD models, it also addresses two additional concerns of previous work in the field. First, prior work has questioned whether to estimate emergence value in terms of percent of par or dollar value.\(^4\) In the present application, however, the optimal stopping theory itself dictates the form of the dependent variable (that is, the total return from the debt’s market value at default to its value at emergence). Second, macroeconomic effects (in earlier parlance, “industry performance”) are naturally incorporated into the optimal stopping approach as changes to the underlying volatility and net growth rate parameters that determine the values of the shareholder and creditor stopping options. Higher asset market volatility decreases creditors’ willingness to wait during business cycle expansions and commensurately decreases both nominal and discounted recoveries (and therefore increases LGD), ceteris paribus. Conversely, the model also suggests that greater asset market volatility increases creditors’ willingness to wait during business cycle contractions and therefore raises recovery rates while lowering LGD. Hence, the present approach provides a parsimonious framework that can accommodate systematic variations in loss-given-default arising from fundamental business cycle conditions. In summary, this paper offers an approach to assessing credit risk that is intuitive, less complex, and potentially more powerful than existing reduced form or structural recovery models.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section I provides the context of the analysis within the broader literature; Section II illustrates the hypothesized theoretical relationships that determine emergence value; Section III describes the data used in the empirical tests; Section IV presents empirical procedures and the results of those tests; and Section V summarizes and concludes.

\(^4\) See, for instance, Guha and Sbuelz (2005).
I. Background

The literature on estimating Probability of Default (PD) and Loss-Given-Default (LGD) since the original Altman (1968) and related applications is too voluminous to cover completely. The broad literature, however, has three fundamental foundations. The first is a PD foundation, which is the fundamental basis for bond ratings and commercially available applications like Z-score models and Moody’s-KMV. The second is a “bankruptcy cost” literature primarily stemming from analysis of violations of the Modigliani-Miller capital structure theorem in corporate finance. The third is an LGD literature originating primarily from rating agencies and banks to price financial instruments in primary and secondary markets.

The PD literature dates to the original Altman (1968) models of default. Those models typically regress key forward-looking financial variables on default events to estimate a set of regressors that can predict default out-of-sample. As PD models sought to predict more effectively out-of-sample, they eventually evolved to a set of structural models based primarily upon variants of Merton (1974), which also forms the basis of the commercially available Moody’s-KMV default model. Models in the PD literature, however, focus exclusively on

---

5 Some of the more recent literature has built models in terms of Recovery Rate (RR) instead of LGD. In percent terms, researchers have defined the recovery rate on a defaulted security as: \( RR = 100 - LGD \). It is important to further note that the timing of when the RR is measured is not always clear in the literature. Often, the literature refers to RR as the recovery rate at the time of default or some relatively short time period after default (e.g., the recovery rate based on the bond’s market value 30 days after default). In the present analysis, the recovery rate is measured over the normally longer time interval that starts with either the default date or the last cash payment made by the debtor and ends when the debtor ‘emerges’ from default or bankruptcy. This broader view of the recovery rate period is more representative of the true optionality of the debt renegotiation process. Guo, Jarrow, and Zeng (2005) make a similar distinction and follow a similar approach.

6 Note that we refer here only to PD for convenience. In practice, models are used to measure the determinants of a number of different discrete dependent variables, including, but not limited to, cash payment, default, and bankruptcy. A newer generation of models is used to predict more continuous phenomena like profitability, revenue, and servicing cost. Those models, however, are beyond the scope of the present work. See, for instance, Moody’s-KMV and FairIsaac corporate literature for more information.

measuring the probability of a discrete event. Although this focus might be perceived as a limitation of the PD approach, it should be noted that, in many cases, the data required for a more complete credit risk model are not available and therefore the PD model provides a more expedient and practical way to estimate default risk.

LGD and bankruptcy cost models, in contrast, are hybrid models of losses conditional on a discrete default event. The bankruptcy cost literature began as a way to evaluate whether bankruptcy costs are of sufficient magnitude to justify observed deviations from Modigliani and Miller’s (1958) capital structure theory. Classic literature like Warner (1977) and Weiss (1990) was originally intended in that vein. Alderson and Betker (1995, 1996) summarize from that literature three major effects on bankruptcy costs: firm size, asset specificity, and industry performance. Variables that capture those effects provide the most powerful predictions of the time it takes to work out a bankruptcy, and are directly related to administrative costs, which are the primary measurable bankruptcy costs (in contrast to, say, agency costs) that might drive capital structure decisions.

As more data on events leading to firm distress became available, more academic interest arose in predicting losses on financial instruments accompanying those precursor events (events like withholding cash payment, formal default, and bankruptcy). As academics proceeded in that vein, the academic work began to approach practitioner research by major ratings agencies that estimated LGD in order to price financial instruments in both primary and secondary markets. Most recently, the practitioner models have achieved even greater importance as they have become the focus of the “internal models” approach for the Basel II regulatory capital framework for banks in developed countries worldwide. Literature like Covitz and Han (2004), Carey and
Gordy (2004), and Hanson, Pesaran and Schuermann (2005) relates primarily to industry and regulatory concerns over more precisely measuring LGD.

The primary distinction between the bankruptcy cost and LGD literatures is the adaptation to systemic phenomena. That is, as the LGD models for ratings agencies and banks began to search for macroeconomic effects (primarily to capture procyclicality with industry conditions and macroeconomic performance) in models of cash payments and defaults (instead of just bankruptcy), the resulting research became very similar to the corporate finance literature related to bankruptcy costs (where industry performance interacts with firm size and asset specificity to determine bankruptcy costs).

Shleifer and Vishny (1992) was one of the first academic studies to link the bankruptcy cost models of corporate finance theory and the LGD models of practitioners by asserting the procyclicality with respect to industry conditions in both literatures. Following Shleifer and Vishny’s (1992) revelation, academic researchers began to conduct comprehensive empirical investigations of aggregate recovery rates. Nonetheless, unlike Merton (1974) in the PD literature, a more or less universally accepted structural model of LGD that can be used to guide empirical work has yet to be developed. That is not to say, however, that there have not been significant efforts to develop those structural models.

A good amount of work in developing structural models of LGD has attempted to branch directly off of known structural models of PD. For instance, Frye (2000a, 2000b), builds upon Finger (1999) and Gordy (2000) in developing a structural model wherein defaults are driven by

---


9 The reader is directed to Altman, Brady, Resti, and Sironi (2005) for a more comprehensive review of contemporary models.
a single systematic factor: the state of the economy.\textsuperscript{10} The state of the economy is positively associated with Recovery Rate (RR) and negatively associated with PD, an observation consistent with the most recent U.S. bond market data. Frye’s (2000a, 2000b) empirical analysis allows him to conclude that, in a severe economic downturn, Moody’s bond database data on default prices suggest that bond RR’s might decline 20–25 percentage points from their normal-year average. Loan recoveries, using Moody’s Investors Service data for 98 senior secured bank loans, may decline by a similar amount. Note, however, that Frye uses only “default prices,” which are the market prices of the debt instruments within 30 days of default. Since defaults, like bankruptcies, may take quite some time to resolve, Frye does not actually estimate the \textit{eventual} emergence value.

Of greater relevance to the present approach are the methodological contributions of Jarrow (2001) and Jokivuolle and Peura (2000). While Jokivuolle and Peura (2000) rely on an option pricing method to value defaulted debt, the firm’s asset value does not determine the RR. Rather, Jokivuolle and Peura (2000) assume that equity value is unobservable in default. As a result of that assumption, Jokivuolle and Peura (2000) rely on a fixed correlation parameter between the value of the firm and the value of the debt to infer the RR. Models like Bakshi, Madan, and Zhang (2004) also estimate these types of correlation parameters. Bakshi, Madan, and Zhang (2004), however, go one step further than Jokivuolle and Peura (2000) by allowing a flexible correlation between the risk-free rate, the default probability, and the recovery rate. Forcing recovery rates to be negatively associated with default probability, their empirical results show that, on average, a 4% worsening in the (risk-neutral) hazard rate is associated with a 1% decline in (risk-neutral) recovery rates.

\textsuperscript{10} Cohen-Cole (2007) is another example of a structural model that uses a single factor (asset liquidity) in an attempt to link variations in LGD and PD.
Jarrow’s (2001) suggested structural estimation method, on the other hand, assumes that equity and debt jointly form the basis of firm value, obviating the need for the correlation parameter. Hence, the model builds upon Merton (1974) by allowing the PD component of the conditional LGD to be based upon fundamental equity valuation parameters, while debt value is either equal to par value (if not in default) or the remainder of firm value (if the firm is in default). Jarrow (2001) does not value the equity, per se, however, but merely includes equity value in the specification so that debt value becomes a residual of firm assets minus equity. Guo, Jarrow, and Zeng (2005) is even closer in spirit to the approach presented here, but uses a more computationally complex stopping model. The present approach therefore builds upon Jarrow (2001) and Guo, Jarrow, and Zeng (2005) by treating the RR as a function of the capital structure of the firm, but, like Jokivuolle and Peura (2000), uses option valuation methods to estimate the equilibrium capital structure.\(^{11}\)

It is shown below that the present method has three chief advantages over previous work. First, the approach is a structural method similar in principle to that of Jarrow (2001) and Guo, Jarrow, and Zeng (2005), so that it uses information in both equity and debt prices to estimate RR. Second, the approach accommodates the macroeconomic environment through option valuation parameters: cyclical changes to volatility and discount rates influence the value of debt’s real option, and hence the market values of equity and debt. Third, while literature like Guha and Sbuelz (2005) suggests that different model results obtain for dollar value of recovery and recovery measured as a percentage of par, and therefore question the appropriate recovery measure, the present model answers that debate. The decision variable in the present

\(^{11}\) At its heart, the entire line of inquiry cited above is firmly rooted in Geske (1979), which viewed risky debt as a compound option and that the shareholders’ choice to default is a linear sequence of finite options.
specification, the growth in debt value during default, comes directly from the continuous-time real options optimal stopping specification used to characterize the debt’s option.

In summary, this paper argues that the theoretical approach offered in Section II is more intuitive, less complex, and more powerful than existing reduced form or structural recovery models. Furthermore, the empirical results in Section IV demonstrate that not only does the model make intuitive sense, but even the simplest model estimated, including option valuation parameters for volatility and the net discount rate (as well as the relevant identification variables), explains up to 45% of the variation in emergence value of the defaulted debt. Parsimoniously adding several well-chosen control variables further increases the explanatory ability of the model to around 60% of the variation in the emergence value of the debt. Models with ad hoc controls frequently included in the literature can explain upwards of 80% of the emergence value of the debt. As noted earlier, the objective of adding the control variables is not to obtain a parsimonious, econometrically valid, or efficient predictive model, but to stress the robustness of the option valuation parameters’ signs and significance. No matter what specification is used, the options parameters for the optimal stopping specification maintain proper signs and statistical significance.

II. Theoretical Approach

The present theoretical approach brings together two key elements of previous work. First, the present framework estimates returns during default as an optimal stopping problem (see, for instance, Dixit and Pindyck, 1994, for the theory and Mason, 2005, for relevant applications). Second, the approach augments information about optimal debt values with the relative value of other financial instruments in the capital structure, particularly common equity. Hence, modeling
equity values simultaneously with debt values can improve the explanatory ability of the model of defaulted debt. This section steps through the links in the underlying models that provide testable implications for the empirical work that follows.

A. Real Options Specification of Optimal Stopping Time

Since the option to emerge is open-ended and irreversible, the present application is one of an optimal shutdown option, which itself is a form of a perpetual timing option. Shareholders and creditors emerge from default when asset values look promising, i.e., there is no more growth to be economically gained by creditors before irreversible emergence from default but shareholders can still compel a “haircut” (a reduction in the face value of debt and/or an increased in the debt’s stated maturity) to creditors.

Mason (2005) shows the theoretical solution for such an optimal timing option and empirically estimates the effects of the option valuation parameters for bankrupt firm liquidations (the timing of the final put by the creditors). The theoretical approach from Mason (2005) is described in detail in Appendix A. Two things are important about the solutions to the class of real options presented in Appendix A: 1) the comparative statics are generally the same as those of Black-Scholes for a European option on a stock index with a continuous dividend yield, and 2) the dependent variable defining the option value in that class of problems is specified as the growth in value during the timing period, relative to the initial investment price.

\[^{12}\text{The optimal stopping model used in the present approach is similar in nature to the model of Guo, Jarrow, and Zeng (2005), which, itself, is based upon work by He, Wang, and Yan (1992). Those models, however, specify solutions that decompose accessible and inaccessible stopping times. The real options approach used here transforms that decomposition into higher or lower target values for the firm’s debt, } V^*, \text{ desired for stopping and, in our opinion, creates more straightforward testable implications for the empirical tests that are the main point of the present manuscript. All the results presented here generalize to using time as a dependent variable.}\]
The primary difference between a limited-term option and an open-ended perpetual option is the characterization of the option’s value. In the real options variant, value maximization is applied to some characterization of \( V_t - I \), where \( V_t \) is the value of the debt at time \( t \) after default and \( I \) is the value of debt at default. With stochastic growth in the underlying \( V_t \), an optimal maturity date, \( T^* \), is not relevant. Rather, exercise is contingent on \( V_t \) exceeding some critical value, \( V^* \), such that stopping is optimal once \( V_t \geq V^* \). or, expressed in terms of yields,

\[
\Delta V^* \geq (V^* - I) / I; \quad \text{where,} \quad \Delta V^* = (V_t^* - V_0^*) / V_0^*.
\]

\( \Delta V^* \), in turn, is a function of the expected net discount rate and volatility. Appendix A demonstrates formally that \( \Delta V^* \) for a long option rises in response to greater volatility and declines in response to higher net discount rates (i.e., net of the expected price growth in the underlying asset’s value, similar to how a European option on a stock index with a continuous dividend yield uses the discount rate minus the continuously compounded dividend payment rate). That means that if opportunity costs are high, target \( \Delta V^* \) will be low, and if expected volatility is high, target \( \Delta V^* \) will be high.\(^{13}\) If \( \Delta V^* \) is an unacceptably low value, i.e., one that values the firm in the range of economic insolvency, creditors will shut down the firm immediately and liquidate the remaining assets following the long put option process described in Mason (2005).\(^{14}\)

\(^{13}\) It is easy to see that if growth is deterministic, \( V^* \) can be mapped into an optimal \( T^* \). Appendix A formally presents that deterministic solution, as well as the more meaningful stochastic variation.

\(^{14}\) As in Mason (2005), all the results presented here generalize to a feasible real options specification using \( T^* \) as the dependent variable instead of \( V^* \). Mason (2005) shows, however, that the appropriate characterization of the critical value \( V^* \) substantially improves the explanatory ability of the model.
B. Applying the Real Options Model to Valuing Defaulted Debt

Now place the real options estimation problem in the context of defaulted debt valuation. Denote $V_{dt,t}$ as the market value of debt at time-$t$ and center time on the default, letting $t = 0$ be the moment of default and $t = E$ be the moment of emergence. Then $V_{d0}$ is the dollar value of debt at default and $V_{dE}$ is the dollar value of debt at emergence. Using that notation, the single-equation real options models (reported later in the empirical section) estimate the effects of underlying net discount rates and volatility on the dependent variable denoted as the “debt yield during default,” where the yield is defined as $\Delta V_d^* = (V_{dE} - V_{d0}) / V_{d0}$. If the real options optimal stopping time model is valid in the context of defaulted debt valuation, then the single-equation model should explain a substantial amount of variation in $\Delta V_d^*$.

Assuming no asymmetric information or agency costs, creditors will not accept a haircut that is based on less than $\Delta V_d^*$ or they will lose substantial upside potential to $V_d$ that is expected to accrue soon after the default is resolved. Conversely, shareholders will not wait until after $\Delta V_d^*$ occurs to emerge from default because that means giving up some longer-term growth in firm value to creditors unnecessarily. Hence, both creditors and shareholders have an incentive to agree and act immediately upon a unique $\Delta V_d^*$.

If equity values (being more uniform and more actively quoted) convey information that debt values do not, it is useful to specify an equity valuation model to be estimated simultaneously with the debt model. Similar to defaulted debt’s model, a real options equity valuation model can be specified by relating the effects of underlying net discount rates and volatility on the dependent variable, “equity yield during default,” defined as $\Delta V_e^* = (V_{eE} - V_{e0}) / V_{e0}$. If augmenting the real options model of debt valuation with the real options model of equity valuation is a superior approach to analyzing debt values in isolation, then the multiple equation
specifications should explain substantially more variation in $\Delta V_d^*$ than their single-equation counterparts.

C. Summary

The optimal stopping model characterizes the problem of estimating recovery rates as an equilibrium between two sets of stakeholders (shareholders and creditors) with competing interests. Each can be thought of as determining their debt renegotiation strategies based upon their expectations for firm performance. Based on that view, the firm emerges from default (or bankruptcy) when asset values look promising to both parties, that is, creditors see no more growth to profitably gain before irreversible emergence, but shareholders can still compel a haircut to creditors in financial reorganization. Information on equity values can therefore be useful for estimating defaulted debt values at emergence in an optimal stopping time model of default.

The next section, Section III, describes the data and empirical approach. Section IV demonstrates that the resulting theoretical framework, firmly grounded in accepted theory of the value of the firm, explains a high percentage of variation in debt yields during default. The next two sections, therefore, demonstrate that the approach just described bridges not only a theoretical gap in the literature, but also an empirical gap between models of firm value and bankruptcy costs.

III. Empirical Methods and Data

The empirical work below develops two stylized equations – one representing the debt yields during default, $\Delta V_d^*$, and another representing equity yields during default, $\Delta V_e^*$, that
estimate emergence values of corporate debt both individually and jointly. The debt and equity yields during default are determined from the discount rate ($\delta$) and volatility ($\sigma$) variables. The equations are used to test three empirical conjectures. First, if the real options optimal stopping time model is valid, those two option-related variables should explain a large proportion of the variation in the data sample’s debt yields during default.\(^\text{15}\) Second, if the options-based approach adds value to the specification, jointly estimating debt and equity yields during default should explain a significantly higher proportion of variation in debt yield during default. Third, if the approach is superior to other approaches in the literature the signs and statistical significance of the discount rate ($\delta$) and volatility ($\sigma$) variables should be robust to including a panoply of control variables used in previous empirical studies. The empirical results that follow support all three of those conjectures.

Because real world capital structures can be quite complex, the present application does not impose strict endogeneity between the creditor and shareholder return specifications. Econometrically, therefore, there is no problem with simultaneity that would necessitate two- or three-stage least squares estimation.\(^\text{16}\) Nonetheless, any structural system requires exogenous variables in each equation in order for the system to be identified. Hence, identifying variables that determine equity but not debt returns (or vice versa) are included in all joint specifications. The resulting system of equations is solved by seemingly unrelated regression.

The models are specified as:

\(^{15}\) It should be noted that we do not expect our theoretical model to explain 100% of the variation in defaulted bonds’ recovery rates. Our main focus is to demonstrate that option-related variables such as $\delta$ and $\sigma$ are significant determinants of recovery rates. Nevertheless, as is presented below, we find that not only are $\delta$ and $\sigma$ both highly significant but also that the overall explanatory power of the model, as measured by adjusted $R^2$, is quite high (i.e., surpassing 80% in the most detailed specification).

\(^{16}\) Models estimated allowing target equity, $\Delta V_e^*$, and debt, $\Delta V_d^*$, to enter each other’s models endogenously in a proper simultaneous equations framework obtain identical signs and statistical significance to the results that follow. To conserve space, we focus on the simpler model that does not explicitly account for simultaneity.
\[ \Delta V^* \_e = \text{Equity Return during Default} = f(\delta, \sigma, \sigma^*\text{RECESSION}, \delta^*\text{RECESSION}, \text{PERATIO}) \] (5) 

and

\[ \Delta V^* \_d = \text{Debt Return during Default} = f(\delta, \sigma, \sigma^*\text{RECESSION}, \delta^*\text{RECESSION}, \text{LEVERAGE, ORIGINALMATURITY, SECURED, Controls}) \] (6)

where, \textit{Controls} refers to 13 additional \textit{ad hoc} control variables taken from prior literature.

Like Mason (2005), the present models utilize equity returns to generate proxies for the underlying net discount rate and asset volatility that, in turn, translate into option value. In all models, the net discount rate, \( \delta \), is the CRSP value-weighted stock index annual stock return minus the firm’s compounded return for the annual period prior to the event. Volatility, \( \sigma \), is the standard deviation of monthly firm returns for the annual period prior to the event. All models are restricted to observations where the firm’s equity is listed for at least half the period that the firm is in default.

Mason (2005) hypothesizes that it is possible that the creditors’ willingness to accept a lower face value and longer maturity will vary with the business cycle. During cyclical expansion, creditors will want a higher face value and shorter maturity and, conversely, during cyclical contraction, creditors will be more likely to accept a lower face value and a longer maturity. As in Mason (2005), therefore, interactions of \( \delta \) and \( \sigma \) with associated business cycle peaks and troughs allow the signs on the options valuation parameters to switch depending on the participants’ views of the business cycle.

The variables used to test the three conjectures outlined at the beginning of this section are described in detail below. The basic models explain debt yields during default with only the

---

17 Results below are robust to a wide variety of different specifications on these variables. See Section IV, Empirical Tests, for more detail.
options-theoretic parameters, \( \delta \) and \( \sigma \), and relevant identification variables. Multiple-equation specifications estimate the effects of those options-theoretic parameters, \( \delta \) and \( \sigma \), and relevant identification variables in a joint specification explaining both debt and equity yields during default. Models with hoc control variables include variables commonly thought to affect recovery rates (variously defined) some of which could be expected to have high correlations with the options-theoretic parameters, \( \delta \) and \( \sigma \). No matter what specification is used, the options-theoretic parameters, \( \delta \) and \( \sigma \), obtain the correct signs and explain a large amount of the variation in debt yields during default.

A. Dependent Variables

The present analysis relies primarily upon the S&P LossStats database, the same database used in Carey and Gordy (2004) and Acharya, Bharath, and Srinivasan (2007).\(^{18}\) Those data cover defaults on corporate bonds and subsequent recoveries from 1987 to 2003. The primary data set is supplemented with data from S&P Compustat, the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP), and the National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). Variable names, summary statistics, and variable definitions and correlations are presented in Table I, Panel A.

The time path of defaults and recoveries is illustrated in Figure 1. Defaults peak in business cycle recessions and subside in other periods. Of key concern are different concepts of emergence value that are used as dependent variables in the specifications below. For the debt models that follow, the specifications measure effects of four dependent variables derived from

\(^{18}\) Neither of those papers, however, uses testable implications from structural models to formally guide the empirical approaches.
two different definitions of debt recoveries.\footnote{Other definitions of debt recoveries were estimated, but not included in the present manuscript. The manuscript presents only those specifications with the most observations. The results presented are robust to the various definitions. Results of alternative specifications are available upon request.} The specification is also robust to defining the dependent variables solely as time in terms of event-days (as demonstrated in Appendix B).

Properly testing emergence value in the options-theoretic framework described earlier requires defining some notion of $\Delta V_d^*$ as a dependent variable. The S&P LossStats database provides three possible $\Delta V_d^*$ variables to choose from, each presented in both nominal and discounted terms: Trading Price at Emergence, Settlement Price, and Liquidity Event Price. As explained in the LossStats user guide:

*The recovery value of an instrument can be determined by using the trading price or market value of the pre-petition debt instruments upon a bankruptcy emergence. This method is similar to the commonly used “30 days after default” method, except that the trading price is measured at emergence instead of 30-days after default.*\footnote{An internal S&P study finds that trading prices 30 days after default ($t + 30$) may not accurately reflect the financial strength of the debtor upon emergence (Bos, 2003).}

Of the three methodologies, this one is the most readily available since most debt instruments continue to trade during bankruptcy proceedings.

Settlement Pricing includes the prices of instruments exchanged for the debt in emergence.

*The settlement pricing includes the earliest public market values of the new instruments a debt holder receives in exchange for the pre-petition instruments. It is similar to the trading price method, except that it is applied to the new (settlement) instrument(s) instead of the old (pre-petition) instrument. The settlement pricing may comprise more than one instrument, whereas each instrument would be valued and summed together to arrive at the recovery value. Part of the settlement may involve cash, that can be valued immediately, but when part of the settlement involves common stock or debt instruments, the trading prices may not be immediately available.*

Liquidity Event Pricing uses not the earliest available prices on the exchanged instruments, as does Settlement Pricing, but the prices of those instruments at the emergence date: “The liquidity event price is the final cash value of the new instruments which were acquired in exchange for the pre-petition instrument,” at the date the restructuring is confirmed (*LossStats User Guide*).
Event Price) that is deemed to be the most representative in terms of the individual emergence event.

Each of the three (four, including the S&P Preferred method) are presented in both nominal and discounted terms. For discounting, LossStats discounts each ultimate recovery back to the last date that cash was paid on the bond. The discounting takes place using the standard present value formula using the pre-petition interest rate – which is the coupon rate for bonds or the effective interest rate for non-fixed instruments – as the discount rate.21

The analysis below highlights results using the S&P Preferred Method and the Settlement Price methods in both nominal and discounted terms. In general, the Trading Price and Liquidity Event Price methods yield too few observations to provide meaningful empirical estimates.

S&P Preferred and the Settlement Price recoveries still need to be converted to a return concept that more closely mimics $\Delta V_d^*$ in the real options theory. In the present analysis, that is accomplished by assuming that the debt is trading at par on the day of default. The difference between par and recovery is converted to an annualized return basis for use as a dependent variable.22 The resulting variables are RECOVERYNSP (Nominal S&P Preferred Method), RECOVERYDSP (Discounted S&P Preferred Method), RECOVERYNST (Nominal Settlement Price Method), and RECOVERYDST (Discounted Settlement Price Method). Summary statistics for each are presented in Table I, Panel A.

---

21 See the LossStats User Guide for additional details.

22 Specifications were also estimated with a more properly specified variable that used the debt’s t+30 market price instead of par to better measure actual appreciation in default, that is, the benefits of waiting to emerge. Unfortunately, t+30 data observations are limited, so the sample dropped from 663 to 132 in the S&P Preferred model specifications, and 447 to 99 in the Settlement Price specifications. Furthermore, S&P warns that the t+30 data (the same data used by Frye) are extremely noisy and not very useful (see Bos, 2003). Nonetheless, the individual specifications with the t+30 data maintain adjusted $R^2$ statistics of 22% to 26% and the joint specifications for the Nominal and Discounted S&P Preferred Method and Nominal Settlement Price specifications maintain adjusted $R^2$ statistics of 20% to 30%. The joint specification for Discounted Settlement Price, with only 54 observations, returns a negative adjusted $R^2$. The three meaningful specifications maintain the signs and statistical significance of all the options-theoretic parameters save the business cycle expansion discount rate.
Figure 2 presents histograms of the distribution of the different recovery methods. Of course, since each is measured relative to par, recoveries yield primarily negative rates of return. Those histograms illustrate that some twenty percent of events yield a nominal gain over par at recovery, although in discounted terms less than one percent of events yield a gain from par at recovery. That result is not surprising given the amount of time it takes to resolve defaults, illustrated in Figure B1 in the Appendix. Roughly fifteen to eighteen percent of events yield a 100% loss from par, whether measured on a nominal or discount basis. Roughly ten to twenty percent of event outcomes illustrate zero gain or loss from par on a nominal or discount basis. Hence, about fifty to sixty percent of events (depending on the recovery variable used) have intermediate outcomes involving some sort of loss measured on either a nominal or discount basis.

The equity return variables are constructed to measure the stock return during the default event window using the period from the last cash payment to emergence and the period from default to emergence (too few observations remained to implement the bankruptcy-to-emergence window). FIRMEQUITYRETURNC2R measures equity returns from last cash payment to emergence, FIRMEQUITYRETURND2R measures equity returns from default to emergence. All data used to construct the equity returns are from the CRSP daily stock returns database. Figure 3 illustrates that while some equity investors face negative returns in the event period, others sometimes experience dramatic gains.

Figure 4 illustrates the tendency for firms to be delisted during default. Eleven percent of the firms in our sample are listed less than 50% of the days they spend in default. In order to produce meaningful estimates of equity returns in the models that follow, therefore, those eleven percent of firms are omitted from the specifications that follow.
B. Options Volatility and Net Discount Rate Independent Variables

The net discount rate ($\delta$) is specified according to real options theory as the discount rate minus the expected growth rate of the underlying asset. As in Mason (2005), the $\delta$ used in the models below is computed as the CRSP Value-weighted index return minus the firm’s own return over the year prior to the event. Volatility ($\sigma$) is specified as the traditional volatility of the returns, using the standard deviation of the firm’s (monthly) returns for the year prior to the event.\(^{23}\) As can be seen by the average levels of $\delta$ and $\sigma$ in Table I, Panel A, the net discount rates and volatilities associated with the firms in our sample are quite high (with average annualized values of 0.869 and 0.296, or 89.6% and 29.6%, respectively). It should be noted that the high average $\delta$ is the result of subtracting a -0.8119 average firm stock return from a +0.0575 average market return, leading to a +0.8694 average value for the net discount rate.

Again, following Mason (2005), net discount rate ($\delta$) and volatility ($\sigma$) are interacted with a dummy variable characterizing whether or not the default occurs during business cycle recessions. Recession periods are take from the NBER business cycle database, and in the present application include July 1, 1981 to November 30, 1982; July 1, 1990 to March 1991; and March 1, 2001 to November 30, 2001. The variables $\delta^{*}$RECESSION and $\sigma^{*}$RECESSION indicate growth and volatility for defaults occurring during NBER recessions.

C. Other Explanatory Variables

The models below include a number of other independent control variables. These are broadly characterized into two classes, identifying variables and other ad hoc control variables that are commonly used in the related literature.

\(^{23}\) Specifications using five-year Treasury note risk-free rates and dividend growth, as well as company betas as alternative discount rate and volatility proxies also work, but at the cost of a smaller sample size.
Identifying variables are used in the jointly estimated specifications to separate econometrically the equity and debt models. Identifying variables, like instrumental variables, are exogenous variables that explain either debt or equity value, but not both. While the present specification is not a simultaneous equations application, the identifying restrictions help make sure the specifications avoid problems of observational equivalence on the margin by nonetheless satisfying standard rank and order conditions.

The debt models are always presented with three identifying variables. Those variables are LEVERAGE (proportion of debt principal senior to the defaulted debt), ORIGINALMATUREITY (original maturity of the defaulted debt), and SECURED (dummy variable equal to one if the defaulted debt is collateralized). On average, about 22% of the debt of companies defaulting is senior to the instruments in default. The proportion of debt principal senior to defaulted debt is referred to as LEVERAGE because that is the effective leverage related to the particular debt issue in default – junior debt is irrelevant to that issue and can be treated the same as equity for purposes of valuation. LEVERAGE is therefore expected to be negatively related to recovery. ORIGINALMATUREITY of the defaulted instruments is, on average, about nine years. The expected sign on ORIGINALMATUREITY is hard to determine a priori. The effect could be positive, reflecting an increased propensity to wait for value to accumulate within the original maturity of the instrument. Alternatively, the sign on ORIGINALMATUREITY may be negative, reflecting higher interest rate risk on longer maturity obligations. About 39% of the defaulted instruments are SECURED. Collateral security is expected to generally increase the recovery.

The equity models contain a single identifying variable, PERATIO (company price-earnings ratio at the time of the event). PERATIO averages -0.19 times actual earnings for the
sample of defaulting firms. Nonetheless, the range on PERATIO runs from a minimum of -18.2 to 25.2, reflecting the diversity in firm earnings potentials at default.

The identifying variables were chosen based on the combination of their robust statistical significance in the debt and equity specifications and their primary relevance to debt and equity returns. As for statistical significance, the debt instruments are not typically statistically significant in the equity specifications and vice versa. As for primary relevance, PERATIO is commonly viewed as a proxy for the market’s growth expectations specifically associated with the firm. Since that path of future earnings is a primary component of stock prices, PERATIO is therefore expected to be primarily related to equity returns rather than debt returns.

While it is harder to justify the relevance of LEVERAGE, ORIGINALMATURITY, and SECURED to debt values strictly on the grounds of financial theory, these variables are contract-specific characteristics that are based upon the conditions of the firm at the date the debt was issued. Hence, they necessarily relate primarily to the individual debt issue’s seniority, and hence value, relative to the rest of the capital structure in a backward-looking fashion.24

The identifying variables are meant to be exogenous to either the returns on creditor and shareholder investments over the period of emergence. The ad hoc controls, however, are specified with little in the way of exogeneity assumptions. They are simply meant to test the robustness of the model to a variety of sources of additional explanatory power common in related literature as well as various sources of possible collinearity. As noted earlier, the objective of adding these sets of variables is to stress the robustness of the option valuation parameters’ signs and significance. Correlations among the entire set of dependent and independent variables are presented in Table I, Panel B.

24 See Acharya, Bharath, and Srinivasan (2007) for more on the economic and statistical significance of these contract-specific variables.
To examine the above issue, one can generate some a priori expectations of the signs on each of the variables. CRSPVWC2R (CRSP value-weighted index return from last cash payment to emergence) and CRSPVWD2R (CRSP value-weighted index return from default to emergence) are both expected to relate positively to recovery because they are representative of overall financial market conditions during the emergence period. Nonetheless, the two are probably highly correlated, resulting in some multicollinearity in the specification.

BONDRATING (the company’s numerical bond rating at the time of the event) rises as bond ratings deteriorate, so the expected sign is negative. DIVADJRFR (the current dividend-adjusted risk-free rate using the U.S. 5-yr Treasury Note’s yield to maturity), DIVYLD (the company dividend yield at the time of the event), and INDPERATIO (the industry P/E ratio at the time of the event), represent determinants of firm profitability, and are therefore expected to be positive. 5YRTREASYTM (the U.S. 5-yr Treasury Note yield to maturity) is a risk-free discount rate that represents an alternative measure of the creditors’ opportunity cost of capital, so the sign (like that of \( \delta \)) is expected to be negative. Nonetheless, 5YRTREASYTM will most likely be correlated with \( \delta \), introducing collinearity into the specification.

INDBETA (the industry average beta at the time of the event) and FIRMBETA (the company beta at the time of the event), as indicators of the underlying sensitivity of returns to systematic risk are expected to be negatively associated with recoveries, ceteris paribus. DEBTPRIORITY (the priority ranking of debt prior to default based on legal contract, using an inverse scale with 1 being highest priority), is expected to be negatively associated with recovery. Also, PRICE_{t+30} (the price of the debt 30 days after default as percent of par) and MATDEF (the remaining maturity of debt at the time of the event) are expected to be positively related to recovery, ceteris paribus. Although MATDEF is expected to be somewhat correlated
with ORIGINALMATURITY, the correlation will be reduced somewhat due to differences in the amount of time between issue and default. That same difference also accounts for the different expectations of the signs on MATDEF and ORIGINALMATURITY.

PERCENTJUNIOR (the percent of debt principal that is junior to defaulted debt), being an indicator of seniority, should be positively related to recovery. PERCENTJUNIOR will also be negatively correlated with LEVERAGE, introducing yet another source of collinearity to the specification. Note that collinearity between independent variables biases against the model stability we find below, where including PERCENTJUNIOR indeed sometimes affects the statistical significance of LEVERAGE, but it never affects the signs and significance of the option variables.

The variables LEVERAGE, ORIGINALMATURITY, SECURED, BONDRATING, DEBTPRIORITY, PRICE\textsubscript{t+30}, MATDEF, and PERCENTJUNIOR are from S&P’s LossStats database. The variables CRSPVWC2R, CRSPVWD2R, and 5YRTREASYTM are from CRSP. PERATIO, DIVADJRFR, DIVYLD, INDBETA, FIRMBETA, and INDPERATIO are from Compustat. Since the union of the Compustat accounting variables and the recovery rates based on S&P debt prices around the time of default have the most limited data availability, the specifications in Tables 6 and 7 that rely on those variables have the smallest sample sizes.\textsuperscript{25}

\textsuperscript{25} Our sample sizes are similar to those reported in Acharya et al. (2007), who use the same data set and also match against Compustat. However, Acharya et al. (2007) focuses on debt prices either around the default date (i.e., 30 days after default) or at emergence. For the S&P LossStats database, the choice of whether to use the t + 30 debt price or the debt price at emergence matters because there are significantly fewer observations available for the t + 30 debt price. For example, in Table 10 of Acharya et al. (2007), when the debt prices based on t + 30 days after default are used, the sample size is between 165 and 212 observations whereas the sample size increases to a range of 395-609 when debt prices at the time of emergence are used. Our results exhibit similar changes in sample size depending on whether or not our calculations employ the t + 30 debt prices. As previously mentioned, Standard & Poor’s warns that the t + 30 debt prices are a poor indicator of recovery (Bos, 2003).
IV. Empirical Tests

The empirical tests below measure not only the explanatory ability of the options-theoretic debt valuation model parameters, but also the additional explanatory ability contributed by jointly estimating the debt and equity models together. Section IV.A below presents estimated coefficients from models of debt emergence value alone to illustrate the signs and significance of the estimated coefficients and to provide a benchmark for comparison to the full jointly estimated system that is reported in Section IV.B.

In each section, estimates are presented for the several definitions of $\Delta V_{d}^*$ offered above: RECOVERYNSP, RECOVERYDSP, RECOVERYNST, and RECOVERYDST. Equity models for the full system of equations are estimated using FIRMEQUITYRETURNC2R.26 All the models obtain similar results, suggesting the approach is robust to a variety of specifications.

Most importantly, the models demonstrate that the option-based approach to defaulted debt valuation substantially increases the power of LGD models. By themselves, the option parameters for volatility, $\sigma$, and net discount rate, $\delta$, and the three necessary identifying variables explain up to 45% of the variation in emergence value of the defaulted debt. Parsimoniously adding several well-chosen control variables further increases the explanatory ability of the model to just under 60% of the variation in the emergence value of the debt. Models with further ad hoc controls can explain around 80% of the emergence value of the debt.27 No matter what

---

26 Models were also estimated using FIRMEQUITYRETURND2R. The results that follow are robust to the choice of the equity returns timing.

27 Five important notes should be made about robustness: First, monthly CRSP data produces the same results as the daily data. Second, additional proxies were tested throughout the empirical work, including Compustat data on firm and industry returns. The CRSP-based measures included here produce the same results with more observations. Third, the models also tested robustness to one-, three-, and five-year windows for the discount rate and volatility measures. The results below are robust to the time period of these discount rate and volatility measures. Fourth, specifications using five-year Treasury note risk-free rates minus dividend growth, as well as company betas as alternative discount rate and volatility proxies also work, but at the cost of a smaller sample size (because they rely
specification is used, the options parameters for the optimal stopping specification maintain proper signs and statistical significance.

A. Individual Debt Models

Table II presents results from estimating the debt recovery model individually using the dependent variables designed to approximate the theoretically-derived $\Delta V_d^*$: RECOVERYNSP, RECOVERYDSP, RECOVERYNST, and RECOVERYDST. The S&P Preferred models use 663 observations, while the Settlement Price models use 447.

Consistent with Merton’s (1974) concept that risky debt can be viewed as a combination of a long position in a risk-free asset and a short put position on the firm’s assets, the options-theoretic parameters in all four specifications in Table II obtain the appropriate signs for a short put written on the firm’s assets with a strike price equal to the face value of the firm’s debt. That is, increased volatility, $\sigma$, is associated with lower target debt yields during default (by making the short put position more negative and thus reducing target $\Delta V_d^*$) and higher discount rates, $\delta$, are associated with higher target debt yields during default (by making the short put position more positive and thus increasing target $\Delta V_d^*$) during business cycle expansions. The opposite effects obtain in business cycle contractions. All the options-theoretic parameters are statistically significant at conventional thresholds.

Among the identifying variables, LEVERAGE is negative and statistically significant at the 1% level, while the ORIGINALMATURITY is usually negative and statistically significant at the 1% level, and the dummy variable for SECURED debt is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level.
The explanatory power of the individually estimated debt recovery models is in the 29% to 35% range. Those values are more than three times that of the best performing event-days / date-specific dependent variable models demonstrated in Appendix B. This improvement comes about because the event-days dependent variables are only loose proxies for more properly specified recovery-related dependent variables, $\Delta V_d^*$. As Mason (2005) points out, however, those event-days dependent variables can be useful in analyzing what are commonly referred to as “feasible real options” specifications where proper recovery data does not yet exist.

In summary, the individually estimated debt models yield appropriate signs and statistical significance for the options-theoretic parameters, as well as solid explanatory ability for the models. But the discussion in the prior section suggests that allowing the value of equity to further influence the value of debt can enhance the explanatory ability of the model. Hence, the next section estimates equity and debt values jointly and shows the added power of the approach.

**B. Jointly Estimated Debt and Equity Models**

The models in this section test whether coefficients from jointly estimating equity and debt yields are consistent with the options-based parity view of defaulted debt valuation advanced in earlier sections. As specified in Equations (5) and (6) of the previous section, the dependent variables in the equity and debt models are the yields on equity and debt realized during the period of default: RECOVERYNSP; RECOVERYDSP; RECOVERYNST; and RECOVERYDST for debt ($\Delta V_d^*$) and FIRMEQUITYRETURN2R for equity ($\Delta V_e^*$) (the results are robust to the choice of the combination of debt and equity return measures).

Table III presents results from estimating the debt recovery model jointly with equity returns. Because some defaulted firms are delisted for substantial periods of time and others are not tracked by CRSP, the sample sizes decrease somewhat compared to the individual debt
models presented earlier. Here, the S&P Preferred models use 438 observations, while the Settlement Price models use 288. Adjusted $R^2$ statistics on the equity models run from 3.4% to 4.7%, while those on the debt models (the ones of primary concern) increase from the 29%-35% range to the 34%-44% range.

The options-theoretic parameters in all four debt specifications in Table III again obtain the appropriate signs for a short put position on the firm’s assets. That is, greater volatility is associated with lower debt yields during default and higher discount rates with higher debt yields during default in business cycle expansions. Again, the opposite effects obtain during business cycle contractions. All the options-theoretic parameters are statistically significant at conventional thresholds, and the LEVERAGE and SECURED identifying variables are again negative and positive, respectively, as well as statistically significant.

In all four equity specifications in Table III, increased volatility, $\sigma$, is associated with higher equity returns during default and higher discount rates, $\delta$, with lower equity returns during default in business cycle expansions. As before, the opposite effects obtain in business cycle contractions. All the options-theoretic parameters are statistically significant at conventional thresholds. The PERATIO identifying variable is positive and statistically significant at conventional levels in all but Columns C and D, where it remains positive nonetheless.

In summary, the real options method is able to explain up to 44% of the variation in debt yield during default without any additional controls. Furthermore, and most importantly, this method represents a structural model derived directly from both optimal stopping conditions and fundamental theories of firm value, yet adjusted $R^2$ statistics of this options-based approach compare favorably with *unadjusted* $R^2$ statistics reported in ad hoc models like those of Acharya, Bharath, and Srinivasan (2007), Carey and Gordy (2004), and others. Hence, the next section
explores whether adding similar ad hoc control variables can further increase the explanatory ability of the present structural model or whether those variables are merely correlates with the structural parameters tested here.

**C. Increasing the Explanatory Ability of the Models and Testing Robustness**

As benchmark references, other papers that measure determinants of recovery rates achieve explanatory abilities of up to almost 50% for Carey and Gordy (2004) (using recoveries discounted by the risk-free rate), up to 68% (although most are in the 50% range) for some of the models in Acharya, Bharath, and Srinivasan (2007) (using defaulted debt prices discounted by the high-yield bond rate), and up to 40% for Covitz and Han (2004) (using recovery rates at default).28

Tables IV and V add the control variables described in section III.C to the specification in order to test robustness and maximize explanatory ability. Each table adds progressively more variables to the debt model to examine how far additional ad hoc control variables can push the optimal stopping approach without upsetting the signs and statistical significance of the previously estimated options-theoretic parameter coefficients. Once again, we note that the objective of the specifications in Tables IV and V is to stress the robustness of the option valuation parameters’ signs and significance rather than construct an econometrically valid and efficient predictive model.

Table IV shows the results of adding nine additional variables to the debt model: CRSPVWC2R, CRSPVWD2R, BONDRATING, DIVADJRFR, DIVYLD, INPERATIO, DEBTPRIORITY, MATDEF, PERCENTJUNIOR. As noted earlier, sample size drops when the LossStats database is matched with CRSP and/or Compustat. Hence, the S&P Preferred models

---

28 Note that although most models use a large number of regressors, the literature typically reports only raw, not adjusted, R² statistics.
use 254 observations, while the Settlement Price models use 167. Most, but not all, of the ad hoc variables are statistically significant. Signs on the variables, although not necessarily statistical significance, are consistent across specifications. CRSPVWC2R, DIVADJRF, DIVYLD, INDPERATIO, and PERCENTJUNIOR all have a positive effect on return on debt yields during default, while CRSPVWD2R, BONDRATING, DEBTPRIORITY, and MATDEF all have a negative effect on return on debt yields during default.

The adjusted $R^2$ statistics of both the debt and equity models again increase significantly in Table IV with the additional ad hoc control variables. Adjusted $R^2$ statistics on the equity models run from about 6% to 8%, while those on the debt models (the ones of primary concern) run from 50% to 55%.

The options-theoretic parameters in all four debt specifications in Table IV maintain the appropriate signs for a short put position on the firm’s assets even in the presence of the ad hoc controls. That is, increased volatility, $\sigma$, is associated with lower debt yields during default and higher discount rates, $\delta$. In addition, greater volatility leads to higher debt yields during default in business cycle expansions (the opposite effects obtain in business cycle contractions). The options-theoretic parameters in the equity model also obtain the appropriate signs consistent with the view that equity can be viewed as a long call option on the firm’s assets. All the options-theoretic parameters are statistically significant at conventional thresholds.

Table V shows the results of adding a total of thirteen additional variables (the variables from Table IV as well as 5YRTREASYTM, INDBETA, FIRMBETA, and PRICE$_{t+30}$) to the original debt model.29 Here, far fewer of the ad hoc variables are statistically significant, most likely due to high collinearity between combinations of these variables. Nevertheless, signs and

---

29 As noted earlier, sample size drops when the LossStats database is matched with CRSP and/or Compustat. Hence, the S&P Preferred models use 113 observations, while the Settlement Price models use 74.
statistical significance on the variables are consistent across specifications in Table V.  
DIVADJRFR, INDPERATIO, and PRICE_{t+30} all have a positive statistically significant effect on 
debt yields during default, while SECURED, BONDRATING, and DEBTPRIORITY all have a 
negative statistically significant effect on debt yields during default.

The adjusted $R^2$ statistics of both the debt and equity models again increase significantly in 
Table V with the additional ad hoc control variables. Adjusted $R^2$ statistics on the equity models 
run from about 20% to 24%, while those on the debt models run from 75% to 80%.

The options-theoretic parameters in all four debt specifications in Table V obtain the 
appropriate signs for a short put position even in the presence of the ad hoc controls. As seen 
previously, increased volatility, $\sigma$, is associated with lower debt yields during default and higher 
discount rates, $\delta$, with higher debt yields during default in business cycle expansions (the 
opposite effects obtain in business cycle contractions). All the options-theoretic parameters in the 
debt models are statistically significant at conventional thresholds.

In summary, the options-theoretic parameters explain a significant amount of the variation 
in debt returns during default, and their effects remain significant despite the inclusion of 
numerous potentially confounding ad hoc control variables. Furthermore, the addition of even 
highly correlated ad hoc controls can increase explanatory power of the models to levels above 
those found in the previous literature while retaining the rigor of a fundamentally derived set of 
structural parameters.

V. Conclusion

The present paper characterizes the problem of estimating recoveries on defaulted debt in a 
real options optimal stopping specification where information from equity prices can help in the
estimation process of risky debt instruments. According to the optimal stopping specification, defaulted debt is resolved when asset values look promising but shareholders can still compel a “haircut” to creditors in the financial reorganization. Conceiving of debt and equity as two sides of the same real option relationship suggests that equity prices can provide information on less liquid bond prices during periods of default.

The main contribution of the paper is that the options-theoretic approach to analyzing the determinants of emergence values for corporate debt successfully bridges theoretical and empirical gaps between models of firm value and default costs. Empirical tests with a large number of corporate bond defaults confirm the usefulness of the options-theoretic approach, whether the creditor option is estimated in isolation or the creditor and shareholder claims are estimated jointly. The empirical models explain a high percentage of variation in debt emergence values, and do so in a structural model that is grounded in an accepted theory of firm valuation.

Moreover, the options-theoretic view creates a powerful framework in which to analyze investor behavior across the business cycle as suggested by Shleifer and Vishny (1992), providing justification and testable implications for rational delay. Increased volatility, combined with varying discount rates (net of expected growth) around business cycle turning points, can result in stakeholders waiting to seek additional returns before settling on the renegotiated options parameters related to the face value and maturity of the debt. As in Mason (2005), therefore, the dynamics of the model provide a clear mechanism that can promote prolonged illiquidity and business cycle persistence, and may contain seeds of financial market contagion in some asset sectors. These macroeconomic extensions are left for future research.
Appendix A: Dynamics of Stochastic Real Put Option

The problem at hand is what haircut can the shareholders impose upon the creditors in default. The solution is most easily demonstrated from the creditor perspective. As in Mason (2005), in the event that the shareholders exercise their put, the creditors will then obtain a perpetual put on the assets of the firm. If creditors can be convinced that the emergence value is better than the present value of that perpetual put they will obtain in bankruptcy, they can be persuaded to restructure the debt and resolve the default. As in the Mason (2005) liquidation problem, therefore, creditors can be persuaded to emerge when asset growth is stable and further waiting is disadvantageous.

Assume the creditors do not face any incentive or agency problems and that there is one uniform portfolio to be put. Then following Dixit and Pindyck (1994), let \( V \) equal the current market value of assets to be put. Assume \( V \) follows a geometric Brownian motion process such that:

\[
\frac{dV}{V} = \alpha V dt + \sigma V \, d\xi, \tag{A1}
\]

where \( \alpha \) is a drift parameter, \( \sigma \) is the variance, and \( d\xi \) is the increment of a Wiener process.

Equation (A1) implies that the current value of the assets is known, but future values are lognormally distributed with a variance that grows linearly with the time horizon.

The creditors’ emergence opportunity is equivalent to a perpetual put option. Therefore the decision to emerge is equivalent to deciding when to exercise that option.\(^\text{31}\) Denote the value of the option to emerge as \( F(V) \). The creditors choose the optimal time to exercise such that \( F(V) \) is

---

\(^{30}\) This section follows closely from Mason (2005).

\(^{31}\) An American option can be thought of as a variant of the perpetual option that is forced to exercise at a limit date. The perpetual option, however, has no such limit date so the exercise needs to be derived from a fundamental limit on the option value. It may be useful to bear in mind the results for a Black-Scholes model of the value of an option on an equity index that pays dividends through the following discussion.
maximized. Let $I$ denote the amount of creditor claims, i.e., the value of the debt at default. Then the payoff from resolving at any time $t$ is $V_t - I$, and at any time $t$ the creditors’ problem is one of maximizing the expected present value:

$$F(V) = \max \mathbb{E} \left[ (V_t - I) e^{-\rho T} \right],$$

(A2)

where $\mathbb{E}$ is the expectation operator, $T$ is the (unknown) future exercise date, $\rho$ is the discount rate, and the maximization is subject to (A1) for $V$. It is important to assume that the drift parameter $\alpha$ in (A1) remains less than the discount rate $\rho$. Otherwise waiting longer would always be the dominant strategy and no optimum exercise time would exist. Hence, if $\alpha$ is allowed to vary across the business cycle creditors would be expected to emerge faster during a cyclical contraction and slower during an expansion.

The following two sections present two different solutions to the creditors’ problem. A deterministic solution demonstrates that, even in the absence of uncertainty, there may exist value to the creditors from delaying liquidation. Then, a stochastic case is used to illustrate important comparative statics implications that are tested in the paper.

**A. Deterministic Solution**

Suppose $\sigma$ in equation (A1) is zero. Then $V(t) = V_0 e^{\alpha t}$ so that, given some current $V$ the value of the emergence opportunity, assuming the creditors emerge at some arbitrary future time $T$, is:

$$F(V) = (Ve^{\alpha T} - I)e^{-\rho T}.$$

(A3)

Suppose $\alpha \leq 0$. Then $V(t)$ will remain constant or decline over time, implying that it is clearly optimal to emerge immediately.
A more interesting result arises when $0 < \alpha < \rho$. Then $F(V) > 0$ even if $V < I$ in the present period because $V$ will eventually exceed $I$. This eventuality arises because although the future value of the initial investment held until $T$ decays at $e^{-\rho T}$, the value of assets to be liquidated decays at the slower rate of $e^{(\rho - \alpha)T}$.

How long will the creditors wait? Maximizing $(A3)$ with respect to $T$ yields the first order condition:

$$T^* = \max \left\{ \frac{1}{\alpha} \log \left[ \frac{\rho I}{(\rho - \alpha)V} \right], 0 \right\}, \quad (A4)$$

so that if $V < \frac{\rho}{\rho - \alpha}I$, $T^* > 0$. Growth in $V$ creates value to waiting and increases the value of the creditors’ irreversible emergence opportunity.

**B. Stochastic Solution**

Now suppose $\sigma > 0$. Again, the creditors face an optimal stopping problem in continuous time. However, since $V$ now evolves stochastically the creditors can no longer derive an optimal emergence time $T^*$. Instead, the emergence rule will comprise a critical value $V^*$ such that emergence is optimal once $V \geq V^*$. Comparative statics demonstrate that both growth ($\alpha > 0$) and uncertainty ($\sigma > 0$) can create value to waiting and thereby prolong emergence.

The stochastic problem may be solved by dynamic programming. Without loss of generality, assume that the assets under liquidation yield no cash flows up to time $T$. Then in the continuation region $V < V^*$, the Bellman equation is:

$$\rho F \partial_t = E(\Delta F). \quad (A5)$$

Expand $\Delta F$ using Itô’s Lemma to obtain:
\[ \delta F = F'(V) \delta V + \frac{1}{2} F''(V) \delta V^2. \]  
(A6)

Substituting (A1) for \( \delta V \) in expression (A6) (noting that \( E \delta \tilde{X} = 0 \)) yields:

\[ \mathbb{E}[\delta F] = \alpha VF'(V) \delta \tilde{X} + \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 V^2 F''(V) \delta \tilde{X}, \]  
(A7)

which can be substituted into (A6) to obtain the revised Bellman equation:

\[ \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 V^2 F''(V) + \alpha VF'(V) - \rho F = 0. \]  
(A8)

Optimal \( V^* \) is determined by solving (A8) subject to three boundary conditions. First,

\[ F(0) = 0, \]  
(A9)

restricts the payoff such that if \( V \) goes to zero, the option to invest is worthless. Next,

\[ F(V^*) = V^* + I, \]  
(A10)

restricts \( F(V^*) \) to equal the investment \( I \) plus the value of the option \( V^* \). Last,

\[ F'(V^*) = 1, \]  
(A11)

restricts \( F(V) \) to be a smooth continuous function in the region surrounding the emergence value \( V^* \).

The optimal emergence value \( V^* \) is obtained by solving (A8) subject to the boundary conditions (A9), (A10), and (A11). Equation (A9) suggests the solution must take the form:

\[ F(V) = AV^{\beta}, \]  
(A12)

where \( A \) is a constant to be determined and \( \beta_1 > 1 \) is a known constant whose value depends on the parameters \( \sigma, \rho, \) and \( \alpha \) in the differential equation (A8).

The remaining boundary conditions may be used to solve for the two remaining unknowns, the constant \( A \) and the critical emergence threshold \( V^* \). Substitute (A12) into (A10) and (A11) to obtain:
\[ V^* = \frac{\beta_1 I}{\beta_1 - 1}, \quad \text{(A13)} \]

and

\[ A = \frac{V^* - I}{(V^*)^{\beta_1}} = \frac{(\beta_1 - 1)^{\beta_1 - 1}}{\beta_1^{\beta_1} I^{\beta_1 - 1}}. \quad \text{(A14)} \]

The function \( AV^{\beta_1} \) solves equation (A8) provided \( \beta_t \) is a root of the quadratic:

\[ \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 \beta(\beta - 1) + \alpha \beta - \rho = 0. \quad \text{(A15)} \]

The two roots of this quadratic are:

\[ \beta_1 = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\alpha}{\sigma^2} - \sqrt{\left(\frac{\alpha}{\sigma^2} - \frac{1}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{2\rho}{\sigma^2}} > 1, \]

and

\[ \beta_2 = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{\alpha}{\sigma^2} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{\alpha}{\sigma^2} - \frac{1}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{2\rho}{\sigma^2}} < 1. \]

The two roots suggest that general solution may be written as \( F(V) = A_1 V^{\beta_1} + A_2 V^{\beta_2} \), but boundary condition (A9) restricts \( A_2 = 0 \), leaving the solution as that suggested in (A12).

The quadratic expression in general and \( \beta_t \) in particular are functions of \( \sigma, \rho, \) and \( \alpha \), the parameters for which comparative statics are desired. To illustrate how the root \( \beta_t \) responds to a change in \( \sigma \), differentiate the quadratic expression totally. Let \( Q \) represent the expression in (A15) and \( \beta \) represent \( \beta_t \) so that the differential with respect to \( \sigma \) can be written:

\[ \frac{\partial Q}{\partial \beta} \frac{\partial \beta}{\partial \sigma} + \frac{\partial Q}{\partial \sigma} = 0. \]

Since \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are both greater than zero:
\[ \frac{\partial Q}{\partial \beta} > 0. \]

Then:

\[ \frac{\partial Q}{\partial \sigma} = \sigma \beta (\beta - 1) > 0, \]

so it must be that:

\[ \frac{\partial \beta}{\partial \sigma} < 0. \]

Thus as \( \sigma \) increases, \( \beta \) decreases and \( V^* \) increases so that the greater the uncertainty over future values of \( V \), the larger the return the creditors will seek before irreversibly resolving the default.

Because \( V^* \) depends not only on the asset price growth \( \alpha \) and the discount rate \( \rho \), but on the difference between the two, their effects are examined with a slight modification. Let \( \delta = \rho - \alpha \) and assume \( \delta > 0 \). Then the quadratic (A15) becomes:

\[ \frac{1}{2} \sigma^2 \beta (\beta - 1) + (\rho - \delta) \beta - \rho = 0, \quad \text{(A16)} \]

with root \( \beta_i \):

\[ \beta_i = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\rho - \delta}{\sigma^2} \right) + \sqrt{\left( \frac{\rho - \delta}{\sigma^2} \right) - \frac{1}{2} + \frac{2\rho}{\sigma^2}} > 1. \]

For \( \delta \), the differential is then:

\[ \frac{\partial Q}{\partial \beta} \frac{\partial \beta}{\partial \delta} + \frac{\partial Q}{\partial \delta} = 0, \quad \text{(+)} \quad \text{(?) \quad (-)} \]

so it must be that

\[ \frac{\partial \beta}{\partial \delta} > 0. \]
As $\delta$ increases, $\beta$ increases and $V^*$ decreases so that the greater the discount rate-price growth spread (the higher the opportunity cost to creditors relative to asset price growth), the smaller the return the creditors will seek before irreversibly resolving the default.

In summary, the stochastic model optimal emergence value $V^*$ rises in response to greater volatility and declines in response to higher discount rate-price growth spreads.
Appendix B: Robustness of the Specification to Time-based Dependent Variables

Mason (2005) shows that the event-days dependent variables are useful to testing the general effectiveness of the options-based specifications because those dependent variables and the theoretically proper $\Delta V^*$ dependent variables are positively correlated. Similar results are demonstrated here. The event-days dependent variables, however, do not help predict any notion of loss given default.

Event-days are days that the company spends in some characterization of default. The three different characterizations measured are: DAYSC2R (days from last cash payment to emergence); DAYSD2R (days from default to emergence); and DAYSBR2 (days from bankruptcy to emergence).

DAYSC2R begins on the date when the last cash interest payment was made. According to S&P, for bonds that date is usually around six months before the instrument default date. The date when the last cash payment was made is important because the company may have information at that date that the market does not have.

DAYSD2R begins on the first date the company missed a scheduled interest payment. Each instrument issued by a company could have a different default date. That date may or may not be associated with a ratings action by a ratings agency.

DAYSBR2 begins on the date the company files for bankruptcy, either voluntarily or non-voluntarily. (In the case of distressed exchanges, the bankruptcy date and the emergence date are both the date on which the distressed exchange was completed.)

Emergence date is the date at which the bankruptcy judge releases the company from bankruptcy protection or, in the absence of bankruptcy, the firm resumes debt payments at the negotiated settlement value. In the case of distressed exchanges, the bankruptcy date and the
emergence date are both the date on which the distressed exchange was completed. The emergence date is also the date when pre-petition holders receive their settlement securities.

On average, it takes firms 572 days to move from last cash payment to emergence, 474 days to move from default to emergence, and 304 days to move from bankruptcy to emergence. Figure B1 presents histograms that illustrate the distribution of movement through those states. It is clear in Figure B1 that time spent in bankruptcy is small relative to the total amount of time spent in distress, that is, time from last cash payment to emergence.

Estimates of time in default, DAYSC2R, DAYSD2R, and DAYS2R obtain similar results, suggesting the approach is robust to a variety of specifications. Furthermore, the models again show that the options-based approach to defaulted debt valuation substantially increases the power of LGD models.

Table B.I presents results from estimating the debt recovery model individually using the timing of different default event concepts as dependent variables. The dependent variables presented in Table B.I are DAYSC2R, DAYSD2R, and DAYS2R. Greater volatility is associated with faster emergence while higher net discount rates are associated with slower emergences during business cycle expansions in all three of the specifications in Table B.I. The opposite effects obtain in business cycle contractions. Since faster emergence is correlated with less return on investment, the signs are appropriate for the value of the short put held by the creditor. The effects of the options-theoretic variables are statistically significant in the DAYSC2R and the DAYSD2R specifications, but not for the DAYS2R dependent variable (although almost two-thirds of the observations are lost implementing the DAYS2R measure because relatively few default events ultimately result in formal bankruptcy proceedings).
Among the identification variables, LEVERAGE is positive and statistically significant at
the 5% level, ORIGINALMATURITY is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level,
and SECURED is negative and statistically insignificant. Adjusted $R^2$ statistics for the
DAYSC2R and DAYSD2R dependent variables are 8% and 7% respectively.

Table B.II presents results analogous to Table B.I in that the debt-related dependent
variables are DAYSC2R and DAYSD2R. Column A includes DAYSC2R and
FIRMEQUITYRETURNC2R; Column B includes DAYSD2R and
FIRMEQUITYRETURNC2R; Column C includes DAYSD2R and
FIRMEQUITYRETURNND2R. Note that all models lose about 200 observations due to the
availability of data on PERATIO in the equity model. The adjusted $R^2$ statistics are about the
same magnitude as corresponding models in Table B.I.

Like Table B.I, the options-theoretic parameters of the debt models reported in Table B.II
obtain the correct sign and are statistically significant. The identifying variable for
ORIGINALMATURITY in the debt model is always positive and statistically significant.

The options parameters in the equity specification yield insight into the validity of the
options-based approach. The equity models in Columns A and B obtain signs on the options
parameters during a business cycle expansion that are appropriate for a long call position on the
firm’s assets associated with the payoff profile for the shareholders. The identifying variable,
PERATIO, is statistically significant in both specifications and positive, suggesting that
PERATIO may proxy for expected growth.

Although the equity model in Column C performs less well using the period from default
to emergence for both the debt and equity models, it still obtains appropriate signs and
significance on the options parameters during recession and the identification variable.
Again, the main point of the present exercise is to show that the event-days dependent variables are useful to testing the general effectiveness of the options-based specifications because these dependent variables and the theoretically proper $\Delta V^*$ dependent variables are positively correlated. The event-days dependent variables, however, do not help predict any notion of loss-given-default.
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